Abstract. Does the shape of a biogeographical region influence its spatial patterns of species richness? A complete answer must include careful distinction between the distribution of a species, which is a complex geometric object, and the range of a species, which is relatively simple, especially when reduced to one dimension. We consider range-based models of species richness, in particular range overlap counts in one dimension, for which we give a unified mathematical treatment via the joint probability P ( m , l ) of midpoints and lengths of ranges. We discuss a number of difficulties, in practice and in principle, using rangebased models, and show that the so-called mid-domain effect, a proposed null model for the effect of geometric constraint, is qualitatively a property of all biologically realistic models based on range overlap counts. As such, range-based models provide little insight into understanding or explaining biogeographical patterns in species richness. We characterize the quantitative null model for range overlap counts in one dimension, for which we give a simple and direct field test based on P ( m , l ). We apply this test to a large clade in a complete bioregion (the Proteaceae of the Cape Floristic Region): geometric constraint does not explain the spatial pattern in this case. We show that any geometric constraint on species richness, including range overlap counts, must act via edge effects. Thus, to understand biogeographical patterns, an understanding of the effects and consequences of edges is fundamental.
INTRODUCTION
Spatial pattern in species richness is an old problem; equally old is the lack of convincing explanation for much of that pattern. For example, the equatorially unimodal pattern of latitudinal richness was noted at least 120 years ago (Wallace, 1878) , but it remains impossible to choose among the plethora of hypotheses that purport to explain it (Rohde, 1992) . Fundamental to understanding richness pattern is understanding issues of species distribution, range and density.
Geometric constraints on the spatial distribution of species is not an entirely new topic (for a thorough history, see Colwell & Lees (2000) ), but has been proposed fairly recently as a potentially important source of spatial pattern in species richness (Colwell & Hurtt, 1994; Lyons & Willig, 1997) ; this has had some support in the literature (Willig & Lyons, 1998; Lees, Kremen & Andriamampianina, 1999; Jetz & Rahbek, 2001) , as well as opposition (Koleff & Gaston, 2001; Whittaker, Willis & Field, 2001) . The qualitative claim is that, when the only constraint is the geometry of the region, the number of range overlaps should be high near the middle of the domain and low at the edges; it has been summarized in the term 'mid-domain effect' (Colwell & Lees, 2000) . (In this paper, the distribution of a species is the set of points at which it is present, the range is the convex hull of those points, and species density is the number of species per unit area -we limit ourselves to two dimensions.)
Qualitatively, the mid-domain effect is a common observation (Willig & Lyons, 1998; Lees et al. , 1999; Jetz & Rahbek, 2001) ; in fact, as we show below, it must be ubiquitous. Accordingly, the qualitative mid-domain effect has no explanatory power. The formulation and use of a quantitative mid-domain effect requires careful analysis of causes due to geometric constraint, and in particular of the role of edges.
Our paper is structured as follows: first we address the difference between range-and distribution-based models of species richness and present a probabilistic framework that allows unified discussion of range-based models of species richness and in particular clarifies the distinction between qualitative and quantitative versions of the mid-domain effect; we then discuss some of the deficiencies that limit the use of these models in practice, and their weak basis in principle; finally, we show that geometric constraint acts through edge effects, and argue that edge effects are better studied through the way they influence the basic causal processes in population biology: birth, death and migration.
THE MIDPOINT-RANGE LENGTH NULL MODEL OF SPATIAL PATTERN IN SPECIES RICHNESS
We start with some simple but important distinctions. A species' spatial distribution is the set of points which it occupies; this is a complex, twodimensional object, perhaps fractal (Fjeldsa & Lovett, 1997; Webb & Gaston, 2000) . A species' range is the convex hull of its distribution; this is simply the smallest convex polygon that covers the distribution. In fact, range-based null models rarely use the range even in this simple sense, preferring to simplify even further to one dimension by projecting the range onto a line; for example, latitudinal range is the projection of the range onto a meridian arc.
We further emphasize density as the basic concept in descriptions of spatial patterns of species richness, and distinguish it from range overlap. Species density is the number of species per unit area, determined (in principle, at least) as the small-area limit of plot densities. By contrast, the number of ranges that overlap at a point is not, strictly speaking, a density at all; we refer to it as the range overlap count. The central question in this paper is whether the effect of geometric constraint on range overlap counts has any important relationship to spatial patterns of species density.
In order for geometry to constrain how species fill a space, the species must in some sense be confined to that space; for example, the endemics of an island. That is, the edges of the constraining shape must prevent species from occurring outside it, thus bounding their distributions and hence limiting their ranges. Such edges are termed hard (Colwell & Hurtt, 1994) ; it is difficult to demonstrate the existence of such edges in nature, where edges are almost never hard (see the section 'Edge effects' below).
Discussions of range-based models frequently conflate null with non-null models (see the section 'Fundamental shortcomings of R 0 ', below). Because null models are very important (they tell us whether there is anything to explain, see Colwell & Winkler (1984) ), we wish to keep the distinction as clear as possible, and therefore present a unified mathematical analysis of rangebased one-dimensional models of species richness. This allows us to derive the known results on range overlap models in Colwell & Hurtt (1994) , Lyons & Willig (1997) and Lees et al. (1999) , as well as the important insight that middomain bulges characterize all range-based models, not just null models.
The central concept is P ( m , l ), the joint probability density of range as a function of midpoint m and length l . Different range-based one-dimensional models have different P , and there is a only one P that can reasonably be called null.
Note that P ( m , l ) is the probability density of the range with midpoint m and length l ; in order to obtain a probability one must integrate P over a set of ( m , l ) pairs. Without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the unit interval, thus both m and l are between 0 and 1. However, not all combinations are feasible, as ranges with midpoints near the edges have to be small; to be precise, we need m > min( l /2, 1 − l /2). The ( m , l ) pairs that satisfy this inequality form a triangle of area 1/2 in the unit square (see Fig. 1a ). We can simply interpret this triangle as the parameter space of midpoint-range length models, because every such model corresponds to a set of ( m , l ) pairs -that is, it specifies a probability density on the parameter space, and so is a specification of P ( m , l ).
In effect, any P defines a midpoint-range length model, and we can relate it to range overlap counts as follows. Let R ( x ) represent the number of species that overlap at the point x. The ranges that include x form a parallelogram Ω ( x ) in parameter space (see Fig. 1b) ; Ω is bounded by the pairs of parallel lines m = 2 l , m = 2 l − 2 x (positive slope) and m = 2 x − 2 l , m = 2 − 2 l (negative slope). Integrate the given P over Ω to obtain the probability θ that species overlap at x (this entails dividing the interval of midpoints into three parts, for example if x < 1/2 they are x /2 ≤ m < x , x ≤ m < 1 and 1 ≤ m ≤ 1 + x /2) :
. Interpret θ as the fraction of species that overlap at x and multiply by the total number of species N to obtain R ( x ) = Ν θ ( x ), number of species expected to overlap at x under the model P.
Which P from this class of models is a null model? A priori, on the basis of geometric constraint, there is no reason to regard some ( m , l ) pairs as more likely than others (see below for cases where only the ranges or only the midpoints are all equally likely), so only a constant probability density function P will do, which for normalization requires P = 2. We distinguish null models with a superscript 0. So to obtain the null richness model R 0 for the number of range overlaps at a point, one must integrate P ( m , l ) = 2:
.
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This simple parabola (see Fig. 1c ) is not new (Colwell & Hurtt, 1994; Lyons & Willig, 1997) . Diagrams which give the number of range overlaps as a function of position are range overlap count graphs.
Other P have been regarded as null models. In particular, in Colwell & Lees (2000) uniform
( ) The part of parameter space that generates intervals that include the point x 0 . Integrate P over this parallelogram to obtain the probability of x 0 occurring in a range; in other words, to obtain the fraction of ranges that include x 0 . (c) Species richness at the point x for midpoint-range length null model R 0 , given as the fraction of species ranges that include the point x . Note that the maximum fraction is 1/2. marginal distributions of P (which is otherwise constrained to be as flat as possible) are also called null. For uniform marginal distributions of range sizes, we have the Lees et al. (1999) model:
For uniform marginal distribution of midpoints, we have ;
The formula is new as far as we know, but the idea is mooted in Colwell & Hurtt (1994) and discussed further in Colwell & Lees (2000) . These P are highly non-uniform; they are not even bounded, and achieve a uniform marginal distribution in the one variable at the cost of an extremely distorted marginal distribution in the other (see Figs 2 and 3) ; such unboundedness and distortion make them problematic as null models. These two R are shown graphically in Figs 2 and 3. Both of these resemble the parabola of R 0 ; furthermore, empirical range overlap count graphs also seem to have elevated levels away from the edges, for example in Willig & Lyons (1998) , Lees et al. (1999) and Jetz & Rahbek (2001) . This has led to the term 'mid-domain effect' of Colwell & Lees (2000) , which they propose as a universal signature of geometric constraint on species' ranges. Without pausing to consider that other effects might similarly cause a mid-domain bulge, we now show that this phenomenon has no explanatory power: any integrable function P must exhibit the mid-domain effect qualitatively, by the following argument.
Noting that θ(x) is the area of the parallelogram Ω(x), we conclude that this area also grows parabolically, from zero to a maximum at x = 1/2 and back to zero. So for any integrable P, not just the null model, the range overlap count graph will start at zero at the beginning of the interval, grow to positive values in the middle, and decline to zero at its end; that is, any integrable P shows a qualitative 'mid-domain effect' of range overlap counts. Integrability is certainly a property expected of any observed P -indeed, we would expect P to be bounded -and hence any field data will qualitatively exhibit the middomain effect, which therefore has no implication at all for causality, biological or otherwise.
Therefore, no amount of range overlap count graphs based on field studies can justify the generalization that a mid-domain effect implies active geometric constraints; such graphs imply nothing more than bounded data. In other words, qualitatively the mid-domain effect must always be observed. Similarly, one should never refer to the 'mid-domain effect' as a null model in any quantitative sense, and specifically reserve the term 'null' for equation 1 in the context of quantitative models for range overlap counts. Below, we refer to this null model simply as R 0 . We now consider in what sense R 0 might apply to some dataset or other. Most unproblematically, it would hold if the following four assumptions were valid: Assumption 1. A single species' spatial distribution is well summarized by its one-dimensional range. Assumption 2. Species richness at a point is well represented by the number of species whose ranges in one dimension overlap at that point (that is, the point is on a line and is included in the projections of those species' ranges onto this line). Assumption 3. In the absence of biology, all (feasible) combinations of range midpoint and range size are equally likely. Assumption 4. If a set of species ranges are confined by some well-defined edges, these edges are hard for those species.
All but one are faulty. Assumption 1 is subjective, and while it may have been pragmatic to reduce a species' distribution to two numbers (all that are needed for a one-dimensional range) in days when large datasets were unmanageable or distribution data were unavailable, it has little validity now. Moreover, it entails assuming that every species is present everywhere in its range, which is certainly false. Assumption 2 begs the question (there is no reason to expect that species richness at a point is strongly related to the number of range overlaps at that point, see section 'Fundamental shortcomings of R 0 '). Assumption 3 is necessary for R 0 (as we argue above) but does not by itself constitute a model of species richness. Moreover, it is not clear that range (as opposed to distribution) has any properties that
for for for which n( n > one can assume will hold in the absence of biology -that is, when only geometric constraint is active (for example, why should range not change rapidly with time?). Finally, Assumption 4 is almost certainly false, for most species. This is because, first, an edge cannot be completely hard (sea barriers, for example, are crossed routinely) and secondly because the intervals concerned are not constant (the edges are continually in flux). So much for our opposition to the application of R 0 in the abstract. It is time to respond in detail to some literature on the use of R 0 as a null model.
APLICATIONS OF THE NULL RICHNESS MODEL R 0
The first objective of any model is to be useful; a null model should be able to tell us whether the data stand in need of any explanation such as might be provided by a process excluded from the null model. Let us see whether this is achieved in any of the literature on applications of R 0 . In Willig & Lyons (1998) it is argued that continental South American bat and marsupial species satisfy a range-based null model, but it turns out the authors use R = Nx(a − x) where a is substantially less than 1, which is not R 0 . Moreover, while the full interval corresponds to the entire South American continent, it is hard to see in what sense the shorter interval corresponds to hard edges. In Lees et al. (1999) , the authors derive an R for Madagascan butterflies from empirical data on range lengths, which implies a non-flat probability density P for the midpoints and ranges, and hence again an R different from the null richness model R 0 , despite their claim that they are using a null model. Jetz & Rahbek (2001) , in a careful study on African birds, do obtain respectable r 2 values, and on this basis they claim that R 0 fits the data. However, r 2 as obtained by regression on the parabola is a misleading test. For example, the data displayed in Fig. 4a , resp. Fig. 5a have r 2 = 0.229 resp. r 2 = 0.229, which in many contexts would be interpreted as acceptable. Yet P is far from uniform, as Fig. 6 clearly shows. Is it really meaningful to suggest that 23% of the variance in the spatial pattern of African Proteaceae comes from the limits posed by the oceans and the desert? We would simply point out that this is absurd (and in fact, r = −0.478 in that case); moreover, to use a single simple statistic to evaluate model adequacy is against best statistical practice, and the use of r 2 is especially risky (Anderson-Sprecher, 1994) . Another symptom of the fact that the null model does not apply is revealed by the residuals of the fit obtained by Jetz & Rahbek (2001) ; note that these are highly non-random, and this indicates that P is far from uniform, whatever a naive interpretation of r 2 may seem to imply. Further, Jetz & Rahbek (2001) claim that a twodimensional model based on range size fits the data, but again the residual is highly non-random, and in any case they admit that upon reduction to one dimension this model does not reduce to R 0 . Koleff & Gaston (2001) use data on New World parrots and woodpeckers to fit a rangebased model, noting that this implies non-nullity. They also show that range-based models do poorly at predicting beta diversity and latitudinal range. Finally, all but one of the models in Colwell (2001) use non-uniform P, which are made available as ad hoc ways of fitting mid-domain effects.
Thus in many cases, it appears as if the authors imply the following argument: there exists some onedimensional range-based species richness model R consistent with the data, therefore geometric constraints explain the spatial pattern of species richness. This is, of course, fallacious; it is the null model that should be compared with the data. Non-null R imply non-uniform probability density P, which in turn implies that geometric constraints cannot explain any observed pattern. One should also note that while a given P determines the associated R, the reverse does not hold. On the other hand, it is simple to compare the data directly with P = 2, rather than via R 0 , as we now illustrate.
We use the Protea Atlas dataset (http:// protea. worldonline.co.za/) as a case study. Very similar patterns in biodiversity are found in other groups in the Cape Floristic Region (henceforth CFR), including the Ericaceae, the Restionaceae, geophytes as a group, as well as amphibians, reptiles and freshwater fish (data not shown). The Protea Atlas contains about 250 000 records giving a complete picture of Proteaceae present at about 60 000 point locations; this makes it one of the most detailed datasets on the spatial distribution of a large clade of species for any biogeographical region. In Fig. 4 we present species density as the actual counts of Proteaceae in 1° cells and in Fig. 5 a detail thereof: counts of Proteaceae in 1/8 degree cells in the CFR. How does the null richness model R 0 fare with these data? In Fig. 6 we plot for each set the range overlap count curves for predicted and observed data. In all cases, we use latitude as the spatial variable.
Although, as expected, the data exhibit the mid-domain effect qualitatively, R 0 for the middomain effect quantitatively does not hold. Despite some evidence of correlation (r 2 = 0.229 for Africa and r 2 = 0.299 for the CFR), the null model can be rejected with great certainty. Indeed, the rejection of the null model is very direct from consideration of the midpoints and ranges in parameter space: the observed distribution should be approximately uniform, but Fig. 7 shows with great certainty that it is not so (χ 2 = 5098, P < 10 − 6 for Africa, and χ 2 = 676, P < 10 − 6 for the (CFR); 15 degrees of freedom in both cases).
Having rejected the null model, are we now in the happy position of having demonstrated that the patterns of species richness in African Proteaceae is due to a biological cause? Norejecting geometric constraint says nothing whatever about other causes. A possible objection to this example is that latitude is inappropriate as a one-dimensional description of African Proteaceae ranges, because the longitudinal range of the region containing them is so variable. We note, however, that other one-dimensional range projections (e.g. longitude, parallel to coast, etc.) give similarly weak fits (data not shown). Moreover, it is in any case impossible to extend the midpointrange length model consistently to two dimensions, even for far simpler shapes (below; see also Jetz & Rahbek, 2001 ).
These are limitations that have been encountered in applying R 0 to actual datasets. We turn now to three difficulties that arise in any application: interpretation, moving from one dimension to two, and features of R 0 that require explaining away.
INTERPRETATIVE DIFFICULTIES
We noted above that a dataset fully consistent with R 0 has not yet been reported in the literature. An interpretative difficulty arises where a weaker model of geometric constraint -for instance, the R = Nx(a − x) used in Willig & Lyons (1998) , or one of the non-null R generated by RangeModel 3.1 (Colwell, 2001 ) -is consistent with the data. The temptation is to maintain the claim that geometric constraint causes at least some of the pattern in the data. It may be true that the geometry has some effect, but this argument cannot show that, as it does not concern R 0 . The null model has not been accepted; the model that has escaped rejection has not been formulated as a null model. In the absence of a null model, no causal claim can be made.
APPLYING ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSES TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL REALITY
Having studied R 0 in one dimension, what can one say about species richness in two dimensions, which is closer to the reality on the ground? The answer is, very little. For example, consider a fictional set of species that satisfy R 0 latitudinally. Are we to suppose they also satisfy it longitudinally? What about other compass directions? Here is the answer for the simple case of a square domain aligned with lines of longitude and latitude (Fig. 8) .
On the square, take = Nxy(1 − x) (1 − y), the product of the one-dimensional models (see Fig. 8 ). As one might expect, a qualitative middomain effect is clearly visible, but this is of no importance in discussions of nullity (see above). Now, for a given y 0 , k y 0 = y 0 (1 − y 0 ) is a constant, reducing the model to Nk y 0 x(1 − x), so that to conform with equation 1 all that is needed is to replace N with Nk y 0 (although this multiplies the interpretative difficulties discussed above). A similar reduction is possible for constant x 0 . It may appear that R 0 has been extended to two dimensions. However, does not reduce to one-dimensional R 0 in any other direction; for example, along the line x = y, it becomes R(s) = Ns 2 ( − s) 2 /4), for s ∈ [0, ]. Consistent generalization of R 0 to two dimensions requires at least that it is found along any straight transect.
Therefore, one-dimensional range overlap patterns cannot, in general, be extended to two dimensions. This is no surprise, as two-dimensional range overlaps are obviously rather more complicated than can be captured by projecting the ranges onto one dimension. For example, species may have the same latitudinal range but disjoint longitudinal ranges -see Fig. 9 for the cases Serruria brownii, Protea foliosa and Leucospermum wittebergense (taxonomy follows Goldblatt & Manning, 2000) . A similar critique is formulated in Jetz & Rahbek (2001) , who extend range overlap models to two dimensions by Monte Carlo simulation of the ranges as sets which reduces to the equivalent of R 0 for constant x or constant y, but not in any other direction. For example, along the diagonal y = x we find z = x 2 (1 − x 2 ), which has a shape quite different from the parabola of R 0 .
of quadrats (contiguous, so that they form a polygon but not necessarily a convex one). However, they are unable to analyse the probability distribution of the ranges so generated and indeed do not discuss its parameter space. Because they do use the empirical range size distribution to specify their Monte Carlo procedure, this probability distribution in unlikely to be flat.
ARTEFACTS OF R 0 THAT REQUIRE EXPLAINING AWAY
To be useful, a null model should make predictions that are consistent with at least some data. That is, it should reveal on occasion that some postulated process is in fact unnecessary to explain observed data. In this way, null models help scientists to weed out superfluous causes. If a model has features inconsistent with all known data, it can be used only as a model after those features have somehow been explained away. This is the case with the following properties of R 0 : smoothness, symmetric unimodality, zero value at edges and strong slopes towards edges. Because these features never occur for observed range overlaps, they require explaining away before one can claim that geometric constraint causes the observed pattern.
Lack of smoothness is easy to explain away, at least to some extent, on the grounds that sampling from a finite number of species is bound to cause irregularities in the overlap count graph. Thus some degree of smoothing might be acceptable. However, the current absence of models for noise or sampling artefact makes it impossible to say what degree of smoothing is acceptable, or indeed to choose among smoothing algorithms.
Symmetric unimodality, on the other hand, is not so easy. Multimodal or skew distributions are simply not predicted. Explaining away might involve some aspects of reality suppressed by the reduction to one dimension. For example, the data in Willig & Lyons (1998) for South American marsupials show a substantial southward shift of the peaks. One might explain this away as the effect of the South American subequatorial bulge, by appealing to the known fact that larger areas tend to have more species. Unfortunately this would make the whole model redundant, as this would also explain why the species numbers drop away to the north and south of the maximum, as the bulge tapers to zero at those extremes. A similar case can be made for the 1D range overlap curves in Jetz & Rahbek (2001) . On the other hand, the Proteaceae data (Fig. 6 ) are skewed even more sharply but variations in width at a given latitude certainly cannot explain that. As for multimodality, there are at least two main modes and several subsidiary modes in the data of Willig & Lyons (1998) which cannot be attributed to noise: the modes would disappear only with extreme smoothing.
A similar complexity appears in the African bird longitudinal data (Jetz & Rahbek, 2001 ) and Proteaceae latitudinal data (Fig. 6) . In this case, it is certainly difficult to imagine an explanation that would invoke enough biology to explain the perturbation but not so much biology as to render geometric constraint superfluous. However, the difficulty of combining geometric constraint with biological cause is not our point. Rather, we emphasize that the need for explaining away necessitates ad hoc arguments in any application of R 0 . Finally, edge behaviour. According to R 0 , species richness goes to zero at the edge along a steep slope. One should remember that this claim concerns range overlaps, so the common experience that species density at an edge is not zero is irrelevant. We do not claim it as a universal phenomenon, but non-zero range overlap counts at the edges do occur (see Fig. 6 ) and may well be common. The same goes for a non-parabolic approach to the edges (see Fig. 6 ; see also Figs 2 and 3 from Lyons & Willig, 1997) . In such cases as these, ad hoc arguments are needed to explain why range overlaps are clustered (near one edge in the case of Proteaceae, and away from the edges in South American bats and marsupials) -although we are unable to see how arguments that succeed in explaining non-random range placements would preserve the claim that the null model explained the observed pattern.
In sum, basic conditions for applying R 0 seem impossible to meet. Of course, the null model is not so much that R 0 fits the range overlap data, but more simply that P is flat. It is easy to test the data directly for the flatness of P, instead of indirectly via the fit with R 0 ; see, for example, Fig. 7 .
FUNDAMENTAL SHORTCOMINGS OF R
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The limitations above all come down to the use of range instead of distribution. First, overlapping one-dimensional projections of species ranges simply do not imply that the distributions also overlap. Thus richness as observed in plot data is a different concept from richness as deduced from overlaps in the projection of the ranges onto a line. Secondly, the causal processes that determine species distribution are those that determine the presence or absence of a species at a given point. It is true that presence at nearby points will assist in migration to that point, although this is no guarantee; spatial autocorrelation can be expected and must be accounted for (Roxburgh & Matsuki, 1999) ; but autocorrelation among points in the spatial distribution of a species does not imply that these points are contiguous. Our point is that range is determined by the demographic processes that cause local extinction and colonization at its edges and so cause the edges to shift; these movements in turn (may) shift the midpoint and range length of a one-dimensional projection. It is a reversal of cause and effect to say that range determines occurrence; explanations based on range have no explanatory power in terms of causality. Of course, in the absence of direct observation of the causal processes that determine presence/absence of species at points, correlation with spatial variables may support hypotheses about these processes.
Accepting that R 0 suffices to explain species pattern has another difficulty, admittedly one that arises easily in the application of null models, unless they very clearly include some causal mechanisms and exclude the rest. This is that, if all causes were absent, correlations ought not to arise, but they do. We turn again to the South American bat and marsupial data (Willig & Lyons, 1998) : it is clear that species richness (as measured by range overlaps) at a given latitude will correlate fairly well with the longitudinal extent of the continent at that latitude, and a similar case holds for the latitudinal and longitudinal patterns for African birds (Jetz & Rahbek, 2001 ). In the South American bird data (Rahbek & Graves, 2001) , environmental correlates of species richness emerge fairly strongly. (Some caution is necessary in this case: the richness in question is density, not range overlap counts, and although the study explicitly mentions geometric constraint, the variable used is distance to the coast, not position in a one-dimensional interval.)
Now, if a null model based on geometric constraint is not rejected, all these correlations would have to be regarded as coincidence and of no explanatory value, because the null model suffices and excludes all biological causes. In fact, because of the correlation, one would expect the null model to apply to those other spatial variables as well. For a null model formulated carefully to include some causes and exclude others this would be no problem; one simply regards the correlations, in so far as they need a causal interpretation, as due exclusively to the mechanisms included in the null model. However, if a null Fig. 10 (a, b, c ). Fixed range, all possible mid-points equally probable. Geometric constraint on range placement as an edge effect. Suppose all species share the range l 0 and all geometrically possible mid-points are equally likely. Then the species richness of S at x (as a fraction of all species) predicted by range overlaps is a plateau formed by a symmetric trapezium. As l 0 increases so does the height of the trapezium to a maximum of 1, but the length of the shorter parallel side is |1 − 2l 0 |. model is causally void (as R 0 is), then strongly data-based claims that some causes are active can never be rejected plausibly on the basis that the null model suffices. The remedy is to use null models that embody known causes, but exclude the causes under scrutiny (Gotelli & Graves, 1996; Gotelli & Colwell, 2001) .
EDGE EFFECTS
It is certainly possible that geometric constraints influence species richness. If we wish to follow our own advice on appropriate null models, we should attempt to formulate cause-based null models of the influence of geometry on species richness. This is a large task, and here we take the first step: we show that the patterns created by one-dimensional range overlap models are due to edge effects.
To this end, consider a dataset where all species have the same range length l 0 and all midpoints are equally likely. Then there is a very clear edge effect, giving a boundary layer of width min(l 0 , 1 − l 0 ) at both ends (see Fig. 10a -c and also Lees et al., 1999) ; the maximum width of the edge effect is half the transect length. Now choose k − 1 edge lengths l i = 1/k, 2/k, … , (k − 1)/k each with uniformly random midpoints, and add them together weighted by length: as k → ∞ you approximate flat P and R 0 (see Fig. 10d -f for k = 4, 8 and 16, where convergence is already apparent for k = 8).
Thus R 0 is the sum of separate edge effects, the deepest of which stretches to the middle of the transect. The term 'mid-domain effect' (Colwell & Lees, 2000) was coined to refer to the elevated species richness (in terms of range overlaps) away from the edges that occurs for any observable P; it is something of a misnomer because it actually refers to an edge effect and should be interpreted phenomenologically as denoting an outcome, not a cause (cf. Colwell & Lees, 2000) . In fact, as we now make clear, any pattern due to geometric constraint must be due to processes at the edges, and the middle of the domain is of little geometric importance.
The argument goes as follows: spatial pattern in species richness is pattern in species density, and the basic causal factors in species density are births, deaths and migration (Hubbell, 2001 ), because they are what determine whether individuals of a particular species are present or absent at a point, in a plot, a transect, a biogeographical region or indeed anywhere. Apart from some size constraints imposed by items such as minimum territory size and individual size, all these processes are local, in the sense that they are identified with single individuals. Individuals are the component parts of the causal mechanisms of species richness patterns.
However, if the causes are local then the influence of geometry must also be local, and the only way that geometry can have a local effect on births, deaths or migration is by affecting migration at an edge, irrespective of where any other edges might be -that is, irrespective of geometric constraint sensu Colwell & Lees (2000) . The study of geometric effects on species richness patterns should be based on the study of edge effects in migration, and it should concern species density, not range overlap counts.
